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Goals

Most goals for 2020 were achieved. AWARDS

- Awards revitalized, doubled number of submissions (13 to 23) between 2019 and 2020;
- Promoted award nomination process and outcomes using eNotice, R8Today, and social media (LinkedIn, FaceBook, Twitter);
- Introducing a new award in 2020.

NEW INFORMATION SHARED WITH CHAPTER and SECTION CHAIRS:

- Potential Chapters Reports created and distributed to Section Chairs in 2019 and 2020;
- Performance of Chapters report created and distributed to Section Chairs Section Chair Questionnaire, Mar 2019
- Follow-ups regarding Chapters at risk of dissolution;
- Numerous queries from Chapter and Section Chairs were responded to Web presence revitalized: web page with a comprehensive FAQ section, Facebook page, Twitter page;
- Prepared templates for key messages to the Chapters and Sections;
- Preparing messages about running elections in 2020;
- Preparing a Chapters Coordination workshop for late 2020;
- Preparing a Chapter Chair Q/A workshop in 2020/early 2021.

Points of Concern

- Sharing volunteers with other subcommittees (introduced in early 2020) does not work well;
- High fluidity of volunteers in 2020 (3 people!), as compared with a very stable subcommittee in 2019.

Status on new chapters created since last meeting

- 16 new Chapters created in 2019 and 13 new Chapters in 2020;
- 30 new SBCs created in 2019 and 38 new SBCs in 2020.

Chapters dissolved since last meeting

The MGA meeting deciding on dissolution usually runs in November

- Only 4 Chapters were dissolved, as compared to 21 chapters planned for dissolution, in 2019.

Proposals for improvements

Minimize sharing volunteers between subcommittees, and avoid late changes where a volunteer gets additional assignments

Other Issues to report